I. The wrath of evil forces

“Satan purposed to torture and torment Jesus beyond the capacity of all previous human suffering combined. All he had to do was to cause Jesus to resign before He finished the course – and the cup – the Father had designated He must take, and Satan would be the victor. We who have suffered or have been tempted have never suffered like this – God would not permit it (1 Cor. 10:13). Even more to the point, we have long since disqualified ourselves from ever entering even the remotest confines of this restricted arena of battle.”

Greg Harris, The Darkness and the Glory, pp. 44-45

A. Envy (v. 10)

B. Fear of man (v. 15)

C. Wickedness (vv. 15-20; 29-32)

D. Unbelief (v. 32)

II. The wrath of God

A. Darkness (v. 33)

B. Separation (v. 34)

III. The victory claimed (vv. 38-47)